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Abstract: The immense progress of new technology we have 
been created an enormous number of digital images by using 
such devices as a digital camera, scanner, and mobile phones so 
on. All the images which are taken by the devices to keep in 
Image Database. For retrieving the desire images which were 
given in an input image has compared with the large database 
according to the visual content used by the technique as referred 
to as the Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system. There 
are two phases for retrieving images in the CBIR system, as the 
first one is feature extraction and the second one is similarity 
size. Thus, the feature extraction consists of every image has 
produced symbolic content in the form of the function. The visual 
contents of an image in the CBIR system contain the features 
which have represented as shape, texture, spatial region and 
color of the images. In our paper tries to design the images’ color 
features as in the steps to focus color representation in the k-d 
tree, CIELAB color space of color signature compression along 
with categories of Human’s color for Content-based image 
retrieval and also acquire the results using MATLAB. 

 
   Keywords: CBIR, CIELAB, Digital Images, Feature 
Extraction, k-d tree.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

      In the area of the database system, one of the rapid 
growths of raising technologies is multimedia databases and 
also it is the challenge of advanced technologies. These 
multimedia databases pose content based image retrieval 
systems (CBIR). According to the similarity of their visual 
content to the retrieval of the desired images which is given 
as an input image from the image database by using the 
technique called CBIR and this content has automatically 
derived by the image features such as spatial regions, color, 
shape, and texture. Digital image storage size is growing fast 
due to the invention of the Internet and image capturing 
devices availability such as image scanner, digital cameras, 
smartphones, and geospatial satellite devices. Generally, 
developed many image retrieval systems for searching and 
retrieving the images efficiently, from the different domains 
which include fashion design, publishing, criminology, 
architecture, medicine, etc.   
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The end-user needs browsing tools to the retrieval of desire 
images. CBIR system is one the technology which is used to 
retrieve the images which are the images similar to the 
visual content of the query image from the database images 
which may contain massive.  
In the output of [1], get hold of two retrieval methods. One 
is text-based and the other one is content- 
based. In the first method, to perform image retrieval the 
images are annotated manually by the text from the database 
management system. In this approach, we retrieve 
inaccurate images due to annotated for the perception of the 
human. To conquer this problem, we use a CBIR approach. 
By the report [2], CBIR as otherwise called in the name of 
the query by image content and content based visual 
information retrieval. For retrieving the images CBIR 
approach mainly focused on visual features of the image 
such as texture, shape, color which is represented as low-
level features and spatial regions which is represented as 
high-level features. According to [3] there are three phasing 
poses in CBIR such as visual features extraction, retrieval 
system design and multidimensional indexing. The visual 
feature has classified into general features which include 
color, shape and texture and domain features which include 
application dependents such as fingerprints and human faces 
that are called pattern recognition.  

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 

COLOR    FEATURE 

      In Content Based Image Retrieval Systems (CBIR) is 
one of the challenging tasks among the researchers. The 
color feature is the low-level feature for the feature 
extraction of the content based image retrieval (CBIR) 
system which has focused by many researchers. So, I 
focused on this paper the processing of the color feature in 
the form of their representation along with color signatures 
compression with categories of human’s color for CBIR.  

A. Preface of color 

     From the light spectrum, one of the perceptual properties 
is color which is interacting with the human eye [4]. The 
spectrum of electromagnetic produces the frequencies of 
light that has visible. Humans have perceived a color, which 
is reflected from or emitted by the surfaces of the objects 
depending on the electromagnetic spectrum. If the visible 
light contains all frequencies for the spectra then surfaces 
that the electromagnetic spectrum reflects all of the 
frequencies as the color is white to the perception of humans 
[5]. Depending on the environment, surfaces of the objects 
or the human itself, the color has been perceived.  
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These colors are named by the languages and societies [6]. 
So, the term color is correlated among the languages. 
Eventually, identified 11 basis color such as red, green, blue, 
yellow, purple, brown, orange, pink, white, gray and black 
[7],[23] as noted in the color space. 

 Representation of color 

     To determine the information of color in digital format 
by using the color space. Generally, the color has been 
classified into two categories. One is called device-
dependent color space such as RGB color it belongs to this 
group and the other one is called perception oriented color 
spaces such as color space of CIELAB is belongs to this 
group [8]. These color space overview has given next which 
is used in this thesis. The color space of RGB defined as 
elementary color. It consists of Red, Green and Blue color 
[9], [10]. The color in the color space of RGB represented in 
the three-dimensional vector that is . Every 
color of the primary color has been symbolized by each 
dimension in the vector. The color space of RGB is used 
widely and also sets the basis color of displays, cameras, 
and projectors, etc. This depends on the exact color of Red, 
Green, and Blue as device-dependent. The proportion of the 
primary color addition is used to create a few new color 
[11]. The RGB color spaces are normalized due to avoid the 
device-dependent color space.  Fig. 1 shows the color image 
along with the Red, Green and Blue color channels. 

 

Fig.1. RGB image with Red, Green, Blue channel 
separation 

     The color of CIELAB color space represented as three-
dimension that is v. The brightness of the color as signified 
by one of the dimensions whereas the difference between 
green and red color, blue and yellow color would be 
represented by other two dimensions respectively. For 
humans, the difference of their perceivable color referred by 
the distance of the color space points [12][13]. Fig. 2 
produces the CIELAB color channel images separation of 
a* and b* which has given in the input image of RGB. 

 

 

Fig. 2. a* and b* channel separation 

B. Color Space of CIELAB with compression color 
signature for images 

      Content based image retrieval (CBIR) with color 
signature is proposed by [14]. The information of the color 
in an image represented in a compact by the enables of k-d 
trees.  

 Analysis of k-d tree  

The k-d tree is the structure of k-dimensional data in a 
binary tree [15][22]. The record of the data and dimension 
of the data has represented by the tree node and each level in 
the tree respectively.  No leaves of the tree’s node have 
denoted into two nodes according to the tree depth and also 
one node is bigger than the other node along the dimension 
has been considered. The optimal k-d tree algorithm 
proposed by [16] which the number of nodes from the root, 
from the left side of the tree has to differ at most bye one 
from the right branch. Because of this, the median value has 
altered the dimension of the tree by dividing the data set 
along with the tree. Fig.3 reveals the k-d tree example for 
two-dimensional data [11]. 
     However, the color information compression leads to a 
loss of information. The next level of the k-d tree is [17] 
defined from a defined compressed representation. It 
reduces color informational representatives. It is very tough 
to analyse. Because of this, we proposed the following 
method which is using the k-d tree. 
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Fig.3.  Two-dimensional data along with their k-d tree -
Example 

     By this grouping, the data in CIELAB color space 
obtained color regions with a similar color. According to 
color, the group has defined by divided of the pixels with 
the k-d tree. Each group of pixels color has used to span the 
length over the given threshold value  is higher than the 
every color dimension. To the database divides with the 
altering dimensions the last nodes in the tree of k-d can be 
merged with the different dimensions without exceeding the 
length of the color regions which was allowed maximum. 
The color information is represented to a graph to detect and 
merge color regions. 

 Color information graph representation 

     A node  in the graph denoted every k-d tree lead and 
subspace in CIELAB color space and also represented by it. 
Characterized the subspace of each node by assigned each 
channel minimum and maximum value from all pixels using 
by 

    =            (1) 

     Consequently, every node has been denoted by a set of 
points. The edge has been connected to a similar color 
subspace of nodes spanning. The distance function used to 
measure the dissimilarity between two nodes such as 

,    

, = 

    max [max ( , )–min ( , ),                

             max ( , )–min ( , ),           

             max ( , )–min ( , )]  (2) 

     
     It could be a merger of the nodes with a distance that is 
smaller than  the threshold, but it is not exceeding the 
allotted maximum length per channel. In the graph, those 
nodes are defined as similar and it is connected by an edge. 
But this is not a transitive relation.  

     In this sense, the  node may be similar to the node 

and  . But the node  and does not imply as 

similar. Fig. 4 produces the node that is only similar to  

but  is similar to the other nodes which are defined by 

,  and . 

 
Fig.4. Representation of Graph 

      
 Nodes classification 
     There are two types of nodes using neighbouring nodes 
such as identical and relative. Identical nodes are two nodes 
that are connected to the same nodes by their edges and also 
between the nodes of two. These nodes 

are , represented by the function  

 ,   ≤                                                     

  

           (3) 

     These nodes have been merged but not exceeding the 
length per channel which has allowed maximum as well as 
not changing the similarity and remaining nodes edges by 
the condition. In Fig.4, the node   and   is an example 
of the identical nodes. In the graph, relative nodes are not of 
identical node types in which the nodes are connected 
directly by their edge. In Fig.3, the nodes  and  is the 
example of the relative nodes. After determined the node 
type then the compare color signature has obtained. 

 Compact representation 

     As long as the graph nodes and edges are merged 
according to the allowed maximum size of each color 
subspace.  
The process has continued until isolated nodes have been 

determined. In this representation first, the nodes ,  

are merged which represent pairs of identical nodes. These 
processes have continued until there are none of the nodes in 
the graph are identical nodes. To create the new node 

,   by the merging of each identical pair without 

crossing the limits which have allotted the maximum size of 
each color space by using 

 = min ( ,       

  = max ( ,  

 = min ( ,     

  = max ( ,  

 = min ( ,      

  = max ( ,   (4) 
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 After the completion of the merging of the identical nodes 
then that process and merge have done for the relative nodes 
also. The merging process of the relative nodes which is 
adequate selection is much significant and it makes the 
spanned color subspaces similarity relation to change. Fig.5 
reveals the graph along with the merging of the nodes with 
the weight of the edge. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Graph representation of merging with the weight 

of the edge 
     In Fig. 5, if  and  is a merger, then the new node 

will not be similar to merging .  The graph is extended 
with weight for merging pairs to select adequately. In Fig 5, 
the distance between the dissimilarity the nodes have 
obtained the weights of the edge.  
     Equation (2) is used to calculate the nodes quantity 
which reached directly through an edge for each pair of 
nodes. The highest number of common nodes pair is merged 
iteratively. The color space boundaries have been calculated 
from the new node by using (4) and also according to the 
similarity condition to update the edges in the graph.  

                              

Fig.6. Graph representations of relative nodes 
If the highest number of relative pairs in common, then 
merge the pair with the smallest distance. 
     Fig. 6 reveals the merging of relative nodes which do not 
exceed the limit of the size in graph representations. 

 Color signature of the image 

     The k-d tree is used to obtain the color signature of the 
image and weight of the image. A color representative of 
each node is used to form graph operations. The mean color 
of spanned color subspace color values of all pixels has 
given each node color representative. These results may 
overlap the spanned subspaces in color space. To compute 
overall nodes mean color has been painstaking as these 

points which it belongs to , .At last, the percentage 
of pixels consists of the weight of each node and these nodes 
assigned by the color values which is closest to the mean 
color. 

C. Categories of Humans’ color 

     By the perception of [18][19] the color information 
represents through the categories of humans’ color is noted. 

The categories of humans’ color are needed to overcome the 
insufficient difference between the shades of eleven basic 
color terms given by the English language. For color 
categories extraction processed the database which is used 
by [20], the database is available in the Internet image 
database version and it consists of 145,000 subjects and 3.4 
million colors which was named in the survey. For the 
survey, it is impossible to assume that the database was 
calibrated with every monitor because of the available 
answers were the high number. In this paper, we processed 
the database which is used to extracted categories of 
humans’ color. 

 Recorded database process 

     From the full RGB cube more than 146,000 subjects and 
3.7 million colors are sampled by the database [21] in the 
survival of an Internet image database. The text input field 
used to get color that has displayed on their screens from the 
subjects. The desired color has been named by the subject 
who was accepted by the text answers. That was acceptance 
leads to span answers and misspellings. So, the color names 
are editing and the spam answers are suppressed. 

 Color names editing 

     In first merge the color names consecutive space 
characters into single. By this the special characters are the 
outcome as well as from the database more than three 
words, less than three characters are removed, then correct 
some misspelled color names. 

 Spam answers suppression 

     The consecutive of color names editing was the 
suppression of the spam answers. From the database which 
is no color information in the word, insults, swear words are 
deleted. According to the huge amount of data cannot 
remove all distributing answers such as misspellings 
correction. Both these steps color name editing and spam 
answer suppression used to remove 36.64% color names in 
the database. The spam as considered almost all color with 
the same name color in which the subjects are named and 
these are deleted from the database. Compare the dissimilar 

color names quantity which has represented  and the 

total number of color which has represented  for the 
subject’s detection. In the case  

                                                         (5)                                                       (5) 
implies, then removed all the response which detect from 
the subject from the database.  
     This response has considered as the spam answers as 
we1l as a low number of different subjects are named in the 
database color names. 
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 To detect such color names by comparing the usage of color 

names which represents  and the color name used in 

the quantity of the dissimilar subject that is . 
In the case  

                                                         (6)       

applies, then this removal the color name from the database 
is used the search the color names representative. From the 
full RGB cube which is the color names named less than 

times. 

 Color categories extraction 

     From the valid database remaining answers used to 
extract categories of humans’ color. According to the 

human’s perception of the color has against the color space 
of RGB to transform the color values into the CIELAB color 
space. The l*, a*, and b* color channels quantization divide 
the color values into CIELAB color space subspaces. A 

color term matrix TM, color values  and the database 

remaining color names  respectively. The number of 
color values in the database contains every element in TM 

matrix which has belonged to the  color subspace and 

those named with the color name . 

     A color name  consist of the probability distribution 

  from TM matrix reveals color values which are 

calculated by a color space  zone as 

                                    (7)                                              

     Here, the element of TM is  at the ,  
which represents row and column. The TM is considered 
the most probable color names that the color subspaces by                                     

                           (8)                                                           

     The Q = {h1, . . . , hJ} are the extracted categories of 
humans’ color. It gives the unique color name which is 

determined from  color subspace  all over. 

 Color representation using color categories 
extraction 

     By the extracted categories of human color hj, 1≤ j ≤ J 
defined each color value of a pixel. Due to this through the 
covariance matrices (∑j) and mean color (µj) represent the 
color categories. From all color values, CIELAB color space 
values have been calculated. Those color values have 
coincided with the database assigned name and the 
respective color category which represents hj. The pixel 
color to belong to a hj color category is calculated by  

   

            (9) 

     The pixel value in an image  using categories of 

humans’ color is represented by 

                                        (10)         

in normalized form apart from that the color vector 
representation also preferable in few applications.  

    As a dimension consideration of each color, categories 
had obtained easily by  

                   (11) 

III. UPSHOTS  

     The processing methods of the color feature in CBIR, the 
use of color space of CIELAB with color signature 
compression as well as color information representation 
through the categories of humans’ color are produced in this 

paper. 

A. Color Space of CIELAB with color signature 
compression for images 

     Color signature compression is compared to the signature 
which is defined by two k-d trees. Due to this, one final 
color regions assigned every pixel of the image through two 
k-d trees. The centric of the regions obtained each color 
dimension along with their mean value. The appending 
region obtained the percentage of the pixels of the image 
along with the weight of each color region. In both of this 
case the CIELAB color is used and set to 25 is the value of 
each dimension along with the maximal length. In the online 
version of the internet [12], 800 natural scenes images at a 
database have been evaluated for color signatures. 

B. Criteria evaluation 

     The reveals of the color signature evaluation consist of 
three major criteria which have analysed in this paper such 
as color representatives’ quantities, color distribution 
comparison and according to an input image, similar images 
are sorted. The color representatives’ extraction and these 
weights are used for further processing in most applications. 
The image color information is more efficient and faster for 
further processing by representing the smaller number of 
clusters. 
     Color distribution compression of the image gives a 
bigger deviation that the compression of the input image 
color distribution. So, every pixel in the input image has 
assigned its color signature representative which is located 
the next color used to calculate the synthetic image. The 
distance between the color has been computed by using the 
formula of Euclidean distance. By using overall pixels and 
color dimension the color difference means of the color 
signature defined by synthetic image and the input image. 
Its derived image representation means error. 
      At last, the image retrieval based on visual content 
(CBIR) with the impact of the signature is considered. The 
similarity of the images has been computed Using earth 
mover’s distance method to compare the overall database 
images along with each image in the database. From more to 
less similarity with the image, the query gets the sorted 
ones. According to humans’ perception, there is nothing 
about the similarity between images. The comparison 
between the two considered color signatures with the 
number of retrievals determined the ranking of the images. 
According to the number of retrieved images to determine 
the signatures has matched with the percentage of retrievals 
of the input image. 
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C. Criteria Evaluation Results 

     The standard deviation and mean of the member of color 
representatives are shown in Table-I.     

Table-I: Standard Deviation and Mean of Color 
Representatives                                         

 

Method 

Color 
Representatives 

(Mean) 

Color Representatives 
(Standard Deviation) 

One k-d tree Method 60.46 47.74 

Two k-d tree Method 27.38 23.21 

Modified Method 24.58 13.76 

          The comparison of both the two k-d trees and one k-d 
tree along with the color signature reduces the color 
representatives average is 54.74 % in the k-d tree. The 
number of color representative standard deviation is also 
reduced to obtain the color signature of two k-d trees than 
one k-d tree. This reveals input image sensitivity is less. 
However, the proposed method gives 24.58% mean color 
representatives are used on average also it obtains 13.76% 
of standard deviation color representatives. So, in the 
proposed method the number of color representatives is 
obtained less sensitive to the input image. The proposed 
method concluded that less sensitivity to the image query 
with the number of color clusters has been reduced. By 
using two k-d trees and the proposed method to extract color 
signatures for creating mean image representation error for 
calculating overall image’s averages and standard deviation 
in the database. Table-II shows the output. For analyzing an 
image, the smaller error in standard deviation and average of 
the color representation implies a stable method. To match 
the retrievals percentage in both signatures per input image 
has given the best results. The recognized results giver, 24 
retrievals, 90% of the match obtained the retrieved images 
with an average between the two color signatures. 

Table-II: Mean image representation errors  
(Average and Standard deviation) 

Method Mean image 
representation errors 
(Average) 

Mean image 
representation errors 
(Standard deviation) 

Two k-d trees 
Method 

           10.28. 10-3               1.35. 10-3 

Modified Method            8.71. 10-3               1.22. 10-3 

D. Humans’ Color Categories 

     The proposed method presented the categories of 
humans’ color extraction. As the output, the color names of 
the raw database obtain only 9.62%. This might not be 
considered the color name editing and spam answers. So, the 
proposed method to quantize the color space of CIELAB. 
The brightness of the color represents 24 bins for channel 
and two other channels obtained 65 bins. The categories of 
humans’ color extracted reveals 155 color names. These are 
representing 0.07% of all color names. The mean color of 
each category represents as bins. The color categories are 
spanned CIELAB color space of the different forms of 
subspaces. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

     The proposed method concluded, reducing color 
representative quantity for reducing the database images 
using color space of CIELAB along with the color signature 
compression as well as the color information is represented 
by the categories of humans’ color for similarity searching 

of CBIR. 
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